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RetrospectProspect

 29 September 2011  Introductory event   Dresden

» Past, present and future at the heart of this continent «

We have many reasons to work together.
By signing the “Dresden Declaration” at Dresden Ständehaus, the 
“Forum Mitteleuropa beim Sächsischen Landtag” established itself 
as another pillar of political discussion in Central Europe.
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 24 May 2012 Panel discussion   Dresden

» Visions for Central Europe caught between art and politics «

It is incredible what values we can share through cultural exchange 
and personal cultural contacts with our neighbours.

 8/9 October 2012  Conference   Dresden
 
» Remembering, supporting and shaping cultures 
in Central Europe «

There is no alternative to dialogue. 
State borders have long been permeable in Europe; civil society is 
growing and gaining strength again. This is the very reason why we 
need to support this growth and to promote further stimuli. 

 28 June 2013  Conference   Prague
 
» At home in Central Europe: faces, biographies, identities «

Identity is a deliberate choice.
In Central Europe more than anywhere else, notions of home and 
identity are the complex result of shared experiences, both positive 
and negative, and of exchanging and coming to an understanding 
on such experiences. What is needed in Central Europe is curiosity 
about one’s neighbours and deliberately creating a bond between 
border regions.
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 7 May 2014 Conference   Wrocław

» Values in Central Europe: solidarity and freedom «

25 years have passed since the revolution for freedom in Central 
Europe. 
Thanks to the fall of the Iron Curtain, Central Europe has returned to 
the course of history and begun to recall its common values. In 1989, 
people in Central Europe fought their way to freedom together and in 
solidarity, pioneered by the “Solidarność” movement, which not 
only brought freedom to the Polish but was prerequisite to the self-
liberation of Eastern Europe and German reunifi cation. 

Starting out from “Solidarność”, the solidarity movement in Poland, 
the conference will deal with the values common to Central Europe 
and discuss the relationship between freedom and solidarity.

Venue: Wrocław – Historical City Hall

  Wrocław  Wrocław

Solidarity and freedom 
in Central Europe



The Board of Trustees 
Advisory and decision-making body

29 September 2011 

Passing of the “Dresden Declaration” at the constituent meeting 
at Dresden’s Ständehaus

from the left:
Dr. Erhard Busek, Prof. Dr. Stefan Troebst, Prof. Dr. Beate Neuss, 
Prof. Dr. Gábor Erdödy, Jiří Gruša ✝, Dr. Matthias Rößler, 
Magdaléna Vášáryová, Prof. Dr. Ludger Kühnhardt, Ryszard Król 

Dresden declaration (extracts):
»   Twenty years after the historic awaken-

ing of civil society in Central Europe, 
the time is ripe for a new move both in 
Central Europe and throughout the 
European Union in the spirit of the 
1989/1990 freedom revolution. A new 
seed is being sown by Dresden and 
the Free State of Saxony: The “Forum 
Mitteleuropa beim Sächsischen Land-
tag” is intended to show how Central 
European civil society can help shape 
our joint future. […] The “Forum Mittel-
europa beim Sächsischen Landtag” 
intends to help keep alive the spirit of 
freedom and responsibility for the 
good of our continent.  «

The founder members

The change of systems that began in 
1989/1990, another great experiment of the 
peoples of Central Europe, has turned out to 
be a far more persistent undertaking than 
could ever have been hoped for initially.

Prof. Dr. Gábor Erdödy
Vice-Dean of Eötvös Loránd University, 
retired ambassador of the Republic of Hungary

Prof. Dr. Beate Neuss
Professor for International Politics 
at TU Chemnitz

The whole point of our activities is to 
make the region grow closer together 
and to become established in the con-
sciousness both of the people living 
there and of the European Union.

Prof. Dr. Stefan Troebst
Professor for Cultural Studies of Eastern Central Europe at Leipzig University

In Central Europe, the assessment of 20th century history 
often varies widely from the perspectives of the diff erent 
nation states. The typical Central European aspect of this 
is, however, that this “comparison of national memories” 
is at all possible [...]

Jiří Gruša ✝
Writer and diplomat

Let’s stop the 
hubris of 
bipartition! 
Central Europe 
can help us!

Rafał Dutkiewicz
City President of Wrocław

Intertwined as European inter-
ests may be, the voice of Cen-
tral Europe should become 
louder and louder.

Dr. Erhard Busek
Chair of the Institute for the Danube Region and 
Central Europe; Retired Vice Chancellor of the 
Republic of Austria

Here in Central Europe we are all thrown 
together in a way that should in fact 
unite us. This is also a precondition for 
reconciliation, because there are still 
“set pieces” of history lying around. 

Ulf Großmann
President of the Culture Foundation of the Free State 
of Saxony

In historical terms, the civilizations in Central 
Europe have not only fought out confl icts but 
also lived together in peace for centuries. 
Taking up this tradition could be an impor-
tant contribution to European integration.

Prof. Dr. Jan Sokol
 Professor at Charles University, Prague; retired Minister for Education, 
Youth and Physical Education in the Czech Republic

It is important to become aware of the fact that culture 
is not only what we fi nd in the culture section of the 
newspaper. Rather, it includes by defi nition all things 
that humans cultivate. Only weeds grow entirely on 
their own; grains are where culture begins.

Central Europeans can 
and must be factors of 
stability, security and 
hope in Europe.

Magdaléna Vášáryová
Deputy of the Slovak National 
Council

Dr. Matthias Rößler
President of the Sächsischer Landtag 
(parliament of Saxony)

We Central Europeans are linked by centuries of 
shared history, by culture and the successful 
freedom revolution of 1989. And we have inter-
ests in common: economic dynamism is moving 
our way, to Central and Northern Europe.

Prof. Dr. Ludger Kühnhardt
 Director of Zentrum für Europäische Integrationsforschung (ZEI) 
at Bonn University 

At the latest since the Thirty Years’ War we have 
known that the history of the Germans (and the 
same is true for all of Central Europe) does not be-
long to our nation alone, nor to the regions and the 
peoples living here, but to all Europeans together.


